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Positive classical gravitational energy from classical supergravity
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Classical gravity has sufficient supersymmetric extension that its Hamiltonian is expressi-

ble as a Poisson bracket of supercharges. Its value, the energy, is then a manifestly positive

functional of the spinor transformation parameter, identical in form to Witten s expression

whose supergravity basis is thereby established.

INTRODUCTION

After several decades of attempts (for a history,
see Ref. I), positivity of classical gravitational ener-

gy was finally demonstrated recently, and in three
different ways. The first was a proof of positivity
(for arbitrary X) of (quantum) supergravity energy,
followed by a classical-limit argument to general
relativity. Since the classical limit keeps only tree
diagrams and the formal proof is valid for arbitrary
A, the classical result is valid irrespective of "ex-
istence" questions about the quantum theory. The
second was a mathematically rigorous argument
based on differential geometry. The third exhibited
an extremely simple, elegant, and manifestly positive
expression for energy, and is also rigorous. Our
purpose is not to provide yet another proof, but
rather to connect the first and third ideas. This is of
some importance, because although Witten's proof
was motivated by supergravity, but attempting to
avoid the two steps of the first result, it does not ap-
pear to have any connection either with supergravity
or other aspects of classical relativity. We shall
show that there exists an extremely direct derivation
of Witten's expressions from "classical" supergravi-
ty (defined below); the steps we shall take actually
correspond closely to those used in Ref. 2, with a
simple change of name from commutation to Pois-
son bracket (PB) relations. A derivation of this con-
nection was recently independently obtained by
Horowitz and Strominger, with some differences in
interpretation.

The general framework is the following. First, we
show that source-free classical relativity is a locally
supersymmetric point of the Einstein-Rarita-
Schwinger system in which all fields are classical,
obeying PB (or anti-PB) relations; the spin- —, fields

g& are Grassmann rather than Clifford elements.
Our final results will be for the gravitational field
alone, and we shall set f& Oat the end; effect——ively,

CLASSICAL SUPERGRAVITY

Adjoin to the classica1 Einstein action the
Rarita-Schwinger action, whose field g„ is classical
but Grassm ann valued, still obeying
R "=eI'" ~y5y„D~gp=0. This coupled system is in-

variant under the usual local transformations

5ep~ = i (xp~ fp, 5$~=2Dpcx,

5g'i. =&@Xi4.+)'A'i )

Furthermore, at $„=0, iteration of the above
transformation on g&„ itself is a pure local transla-
tion,

[5i,52]g&„——(2'5i) +i)B~&, , (2)

we will be obtaining information about "real" func-
tions by a detour through the "complex" domain.
From the kinematical fact that the PB of two super-
symmetry generators Q on the metric is a transla-
tion, we will express the time translation generator,
(i.e., the energy) as a square of supersymmetry
transformations. %e shall only need the form of
these generators as they act on the fermionic vari-
ables. All our operations involve only an initial-
value surface since both energy and supercharge are
entirely defined there. In this equal-time frame-
work, the form of Q becomes manifest once the
(linear) constraint on the fields is solved, since we
know how the P& transform and the fundamental
PB among the dynamical variables. The last step is
simply to recognize the Witten equations in the PB
of the supercharges, thereby also identifying his spi-
nor with the local supersymmetry parameter. %'e

emphasize that the difficult point of rigor in the
Witten proof, analysis of the solutions of his basic
equation, is not avoided by our method, but for-
tunately all that has been done for us in the original
papers. '
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R =0, o'J3D;g/=0 . (4)

The p; field is thus effectively a free field in a
prescribed curved space. We now need to analyze
the constraint R in order to find the dynamical
part of the spatial components g; in the R =0 back-
ground, with the usual boundary conditions required
for energy to be defined, g~i-5~+0(1/r) and
g;-O(1/r ) at spatial infinity. Let us first recall
what happens in flat space': Decomposing the
three spinors 1(; into their orthogonal irreducible
parts according to

where the local time translation parameter 5t in par-
ticular is proportional to (a&a2). (Note that al-

though we are dealing only with infinitesimal a pa-
rameters, this will suffice to deduce the properties of
the full energy. ) We must next obtain the form of
the generators of (1) in terms of the system's dynam-
ical variables; however, because we only want the

g&
——0 part after performing (2), we only need to

concentrate on their P dependence (their effect on

g&, will be automatically correct if they are ex-

pressed covariantly). Also, we will be working on an
(arbitrary) initial-value surface t=0 throughout.
That is, we will be concerned only with the initial-
data set and only to first order in ti'j:

(3)

where D; are the spatial components of the covari-
ant derivative D&. For compactness, and to be able
to exhibit all steps, we consider the special (but fully
nonlinear) case in which the gravitational field mo-
menta m' vanish. Then the Go@——0 constraints
reduce to one equation (Goo ——0) which states that
the intrinsic spatial curvature of the initial surface is
trace-free, and the covariant derivative "D; in (3)
reduces to D;, the one with respect to the only grav-
itational components remaining, the spatial metric

the generator is clearly given by

Q= f d'x(n"2d. ;a+id'eg; ')

dS; m "2E'+l6 (7)

where the second form is obtained by partial in-
tegration. Because of their Tt properties, the
dynamical variables in (7) only retain those parame-
ters e which obey the Dirac and Laplace equations,
i.e., such that y'(5;E) =0=5'(5;e). But the only har-
monic function in flat space is a constant eo so the

field in flat space remains untransformed.
Things change, however, when we go to a curved
background. Here P; is still a free field, and we may
still decompose it as follows:

P=P, '+a, rt+D, P-,

2~, =y, D , (D;g+—g—D;)——„R;Jy', (8)

~ D=D a=o, y P '=O=D P '.
It can be shown, using the Ricci identities on any
spinor (see the Appendix) that the full orthogonality
of (5) still holds, and that the covariant constraint
a'JD;PJ ——0 still annuls g, while gauge invariance en-
sures that P never enters in the dynamics. It is now
obvious that the generator of 5P; = 2D; E is given by

Qv= f d x(m'2D;e+iD''eg; ) (9a)

or

Qs
——f dS;(m"2m+i. eg "), (9b)

where the covariant Tt property has been used to
write the surface form. This time, however, e must
satisfy the covariant equations

dynamical P;'. In view of the canonical (anti-) PB
relations"

Ttl(~r) pe(0) j [5l (~r)]Tt

Be=y'(D;e)=0, V e=D'(D;F. )=0 . (10)

the constraint o'Jd;QJ ——0 involves only the variable

g and states that Rr)=0; the boundary conditions
then imply that ri vanishes. The gauge variable P is
irrelevant, as it has no dynamics (or PB relations).
This leaves as dynamical variable 1i

' (and its conju-
gate momentum n '). Although this component is

gauge invariant by definition, note that we have not
fixed a gauge (e.g., y /=0) but simply found that
the action is independent of p (just as in electro-
dynamics, whose action only depends on A; ). How-
ever, one may still discuss gauge (5'; =25;e)
transformations on P; in the reduced space of the

Because ggF. =V e when R=o, all we need is the
Dirac equation whose solutions are still asymptoti-
cally nonzero (there are no asymptotically vanishing
harmonic functions in an elliptic space either). But
since the metric is nontrivial, the solutions now read

e=eo[1+f(B,P)/r +O(1/r )],
and D;E&0; there are no Killing spinors in a general
curved space. The Q generators are therefore non-
trivial, and we immediately find that

[Qv Qv]pB 4t f d'x ~D~~', (11)

[Qv, Qg]pa 4i f dS;eD——'e. (12)
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But, as shown in Ref. 5, the right side of (12) is just
2i

~
ep

~

E where E is the energy of the gravitational
field. This completes our derivation, since the set
(10), (11), (12) is precisely that of Witten. The quan-
tity 2i

~

ep
~

is the constant infinitesimal time
translation (times two constant Grassmann elements
which multiply everything). In the generic case
Gp„——0, (11),and (12) are unchanged, except that D;
is "D;, while the value of (12) becomes
2i (spy y&ep)P". We emphasize that there is no inte-
rior gauge fixing involved here, but that the asymp-
totic boundary conditions which are essential to de-
fine energy' lead to a unique interior supersym-
metry transformation, parametrized by ep. The
gravitational Hamiltonian generates the (constant)
global time translation 5t =2i

~

ep on the metric at
every interior point, just as a Hamiltonian should.

We have used the explicit reduction to canonical,
unconstrained variables here because the 1i system is
sufficiently Abelian. One could have followed the
alternate Dirac bracket method of dealing with the
gauges and constraints, as was done in Ref. 2 at the
quantum level and in Ref. 7 classically. Indeed, if in
Ref. 2 a factor e is included in the supercharge of
Eq. (2), and the PB version of the basic anticommu-
tator Eq. (7) there is taken, one recovers the Witten
system; the Pe=0 equation is there seen as a conse-
quence of the y /=0 gauge fixing. In the canonical
method, no gauge choice need be made; the
Pe=O=D e conditions are simply the (mutually
compatible) restrictions on gauge changes within the
physical ( Tt) subspace, and reflect the "zero-
frequency" ambiguity in the Tt decomposition (D;F.
is a Tt vector if pe=0) when there is a nontrivial
background geometry. By contrast, we saw that in
flat space Be=0 implies E=Ep and so

5'; =2 8;ep ——0.
The above results may be generalized to include

matter coupling, by using the same supersymmetriz-
ing technique for the bosonic systems, then setting
their fermionic companions to zero at the end. We
recall that all supersymmetrizable boson actions
have positive energy density T~, while classical fer-
mions never do, so positivity will hold exactly as far
as it should. The constraints (4) acquire T~ and j
sources, where j& is the matter supercurrent. By vir-
tue of the matter field PB, it follows that
Ij (r),j (0) I =2i TM5'(r), and that the matter super-
charge Q~ ——f d x e'J' generates local supersym-

metry transformations on the matter variables.
Since the theory is no longer manifestly gauge in-
dependent in the presence of dynamical sources, we
specify the y /=0 gauge to make the e parameter
obey Witten's Be=0 condition. This gauge choice
is only an apparent restriction, since the value of the

[Qr, Qs]=4i f dSteD'e . (15)

The right-hand side of (15) is identical to that of
(12), because the total energy is still read off from
the asymptotics of the metric. The set (14) and (15)
is the Witten energy form in the presence of matter.
We emphasize that there is no real loss of generality
in the fact that, while always correct, (14) has only
been derived here for supersymmetrizable systems,
since most classically interesting cases such as vec-
tor fields, scalars, or point particles are included.

Finally, we add that the same technique also pro-
vides a direct proof of positive energy in the pres-
ence of a negative (anti-de Sitter) cosmological con-
stant —A (Refs. 12 and 13). All the above steps are
repeated, with the background constraint
A +2A =0 and all D; replaced by the standard

D; =D; + —,v'A/3y; which have the property
tr'JD;DJA, =O. We have not checked the difficult
part, the solutions of Pe=0, but they must work out
in exactly the same way as when A=O. There are
undoubtedly further applications of these methods
to explain other properties of classical gravity. They
should also permit a demonstration that higher-
derivative theories (of the R +R type) do not have

energy (or supercharge), unlike its form in terms of
dynamical variables, is gauge invariant: Positivity
need only be established in one gauge. It is most
convenient to use the Dirac bracket ' formalism
rather than explicitly solving the constraint here, so
that everything is formally expressed in terms of the
full g;, which is implicitly subject to the gauge and
constraint conditions. The total supercharge must
still be expressible as a flux integral when sources
are present, and we shall see that the obvious coun-
terpart,

Qs= fdS;(+2epieg'), (13a)

of (9b) is correct.
In our gauge, the constraint becomes

a'JD;QJ = —, D g=—(i/—4)ypi Th. e correspond-

ing volume expression for Q is

Qv= f d'x D;(m'2e+iD'eP')

d x m'2D;e+iD'e;+ej . 13b

The last form is obtained by using the constraint. In
this formalism the (vr, P) have effective unit PB, so
it is manifest that Qr correctly generates the proper
supersymmetry rotations on both P; and matter fer-
mions. The generalization of (11) and (12) now fol-
lows directly from (13) and the various PB relations:

~Q. Q.i=4i f d'x(ID&I'+ , TM I-&l'» (14)
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positive energy because they contain ghost degrees
of freedom whose associated fermionic modes have
fundamental anti-PB relations of opposite sign and
hence yield ( —Q ) contributions. '
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APPENDIX

We give here some details of the properties of the
covariant orthogonal decomposition (8) which un-
derlies our derivation. As a preface, note that the
naive breakup f; =g; '+y; A, +D;P would really suf-
fice for our purposes, even though y' and D; are not
orthogonal. As before, the D;P part never enters the
constraint or the action; it is only needed to "bal-
ance" the three g; components with the three spi-
nors f; ', A, , and P (remembering that g;' has only
one component). The constraint requires +A, =O,
which implies A, =O with our I/r boundary condi-
tions on l(t;. (The D;13 part obeys 9p=y.g and

I I~ja -+I Jk,

.[)"—xj]

kR,J
——RIkj

[~i jk] gji~k 5ki~j
(A 1)

The Ricci identities on a spinor and vector are,
respectively,

[D;,Dj]A,= —, R~j,bo—A., [D';,Dj]Vj=R,jVj,
(A2)

rr j[D;,Dj]A, = —,RA, .

In checking the various orthogonality properties, it
is important to recall that (D;rj), say, is to be dif-
ferentiated as a vector-spinor, unlike rj itself. Corre-
spondingly, the general form (8) of ir' must be used,
unless it acts on a spinor, where it reduces to
2a;rj= (y; D . D;g )r). —

D P=D g, which are compatible for A, =O.) The
form (8) has the more elegant orthogonality proper-
ties a.D=D K=K'g '=D P '=O. The constraint
implies that gD rj vanishes, which means grj=O
with our boundary conditions. This can be verified
to imply that k;rj itself vanishes. All the above
properties depend on the Ricci identities and on the
fact that D'R;j=O=R;jy'P because R=O. Our
conventions are as follows:
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